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Abstract
We demonstrate that the Bjorken sum rules for the A = 3 and A = 1
targets are inconsistent with the conventional theory of
3
He and that the








violates this sum rule by  4%. We estimate that the combination of the
spin depolarization, the nonnucleonic degrees of freedom in the A = 3 system




(x  0:05) by  15%. The
requirement of self consistency of the Bjorken sum rules leads to the prediction
of enhancement of the structure functions at x  0:1.





Over the last decade a series of experiments has been performed aiming at measuring
the polarized structure functions of protons and neutrons, cf. [1]. The primary motivation
was to check the Bjorken sum rule. Recently it has been emphasized that high precision





The measurement of g
1n





He targets have been performed and several more are in progress. The
advantage of the
3
He target over the
2
H target is that in the rst approximation only the





) is small [3].
High precision nonrelativistic calculations of the
3
He wave function using realistic nuclear
potentials are now available, cf. [6]. They have been applied to analyze the polarized e{
3
He
scattering using the convolution models, where nonnucleonic degrees of freedom in nuclei
and nuclear shadowing are neglected [4,5].
The general conclusion is that, similar to the
2
H case [7], the major eect of nuclear
structure for x  0:5 is the depolarization of nucleons in nuclei due to the presence of the
higher partial waves. Fermi motion eects do not produce any noticeable x dependence up
to x  0:5 [4,5]. To avoid dealing with small corrections due to the  2% polarization of
protons in
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are the probabilities of the corresponding components of




For the ratio of the Bjorken sum rule for A = 3 to A = 1 within the discussed above


















































, where we have ignored the higher twist eects. G
A
is the axial coupling







































The problem however is that relation (4) is known to be violated experimentally rather


















= 1  (0:0785  0:0060): (5)








H) for tritium -decay [9]














= 1   (0:0366  0:0030): (6)
Hence we conclude that the use of the impulse approximation model, combined with the
3-nucleon description of A = 3 nucleon system, leads to a  4% violation of the Bjorken
sum rule for the scattering of the A = 3 systems [12]. This is consistent with the general
expectation that noticeable nonnucleonic degrees of freedom should be present in the A = 3
systems.
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(n) = 1   0:378  0:002. This suggests that the major correction to the
impulse approximation calculation of G
A
(A = 3) is due to  ! N transitions. Thus a
natural explanation for the discrepancy in the Bjorken sum rule for A = 3 which is present





. No theoretical investigations of this structure function have been done as
yet. For the simple case of g
n:s
1n
one can expect the same low x behavior for this structure
function as for the diagonal transitions since the same Regge trajectories couple in this case.
Based on SU(6) symmetry, for average x  0:20:3 we can expect a behavior similar to the
diagonal nonsinglet matrix elements. Consequently, we can estimate that the contribution
of the transition to g
n:s:
1;A=3













for x  0:5 from 1-(0.0785
 0.0060) to 1-(0.0366  0.0030).





far exceeds the nucleus radius, the
virtual photon converts to a quark-gluon conguration h well before the target. In the case
of nucleon targets this leads to diraction in deep inelastic scattering which has recently been
observed at HERA. For the nuclear targets this leads to the shadowing phenomenon, for
review see [15]. Currently nuclear shadowing in the leading twist is observed experimentally
for the sea quark distribution, for recent review see [16]. There is indirect evidence for the
presence of this phenomenon for valence quarks [17]. The presence of gluon shadowing was










The phenomenon of shadowing reects the presence of quark-gluon congurations in


which can interact with cross sections comparable to that of hadrons. A quantitative
description of nuclear shadowing phenomenon in deep inelastic scattering was developed
in the color screening models [15,17,19{21], where 

converts to a quark-gluon state h
which interacts with the nuclear target via multiple color singlet exchanges. The eect of
4









where averaging is taken over dierent strengths of interaction, that is, over dierent quark-
gluon congurations involved in the transition 

! "hadron state". Numerical analyses of
nuclear shadowing for A  12 give 
eff
 17 mb. As soon as this parameter is xed all color






, for a recent discussion and refs. see
[22]. We will use this model in the following analysis.
It follows from the formulae of the Glauber approximation that for the case of cross
sections which constitute a small fraction of the total cross section, the shadowing eects
should be larger. Several examples include shadowing in the parity violating ~pA scattering
[23] and shadowing for valence quarks [15]. The underlying physics is quite simple. Let us
consider scattering o a heavy nucleus in which one nucleon is polarized. If this nucleon is at
a small impact parameter the optical density is high and the cross section of the interaction
is not sensitive to its polarization. Hence the cross sections for two polarizations would
dier due to large impact parameters only, and therefore shadowing is larger in this case
than in the case of the total cross section. Consequently we expect an enhancement of the
contribution due to the nuclear shadowing eect to g
n:s
1A=3





To calculate shadowing for the case of ~e
~3








can consider the dierence in the cross sections for the scattering of 

with a given helicity
(we will not write it explicitly) o
~3
He with helicities 1=2 which we will denote . (For
larger Q
2








) can be accounted for using QCD


























We substituted the integral over the hadronic state by its value at an average point that has
an interaction with a nucleon 
eff





For simplicity we consider the model where all nucleons in the nucleus of
3
He are in the
S state and hence only the neutron is polarized. However we expect that nuclear shadowing
eects should lead to a universal factor weakly dependent on the form of the wave function
5





) we use the modied Glauber method [24] which takes















x. If we include all possible





















































































In these estimates we have accounted only for elastic rescatterings of the state jhi. It is a
reasonable approximation at moderate Q
2


















He wave function is taken in a simple form (S-state), which works well in the
Glauber calculations of elastic p
4





















Within the described above approximation the t dependence of the amplitude hN ! hN is
the same as for the amplitude 






























where  = Ref=Imf ;   6 GeV
 2
. Note that since we are concerned here with the x and
Q
2
ranges corresponding to the energies relevant to the measurements of g
1n
, in estimating 
from the HERA data we take into account a weak energy dependence in the slope expected
for the Regge pole approximation. We also assume that the slope for the spin dependent
6
amplitude is the same as for the spin independent amplitude. Since both slopes are much
smaller than the nuclear form factor slope our result is not sensitive to the value of . Finally





































































In the third term, which is numerically small, we neglected the corrections due to the
real part of the amplitude and higher order corrections in q
k
. Using eq.(17) we evaluate the
































Since the vacuum exchange dominates in this case we neglected the contributions of the real






































































































are small because the






















) for small x, could be of order unity. However, it is suppressed for small x by
a factor of q
k
. Hence in our estimates we neglect the contributions of the real part of the
amplitudes.
One can see from the comparison of eqs.(13) and (14) that shadowing for the case of
the polarized cross section is larger by approximately a factor of two. This result justies
7















 0:9 for x  0:03. Obviously,
nuclear shadowing changes the contribution at small x to the Bjorken sum rule. As in
the case for valence quarks (baryon sum rule) and gluon distributions (momentum sum





) should be located at x  0:1,
cf. discussion in [15]. Hence we model this enhancement by requiring that the positive










aect the region where shadowing is saturated (x  0:03), and it is concentrated for x  0:15.
An example of this t is given in Fig.1 by a dashed line. One can see that typically the
resulting enhancement is of the order 10  15%.







) based on the nonrelativistic model of the nucleus: the nonnucleonic degrees
of freedom and nuclear shadowing. It is natural to assume that these two eects contribute
multiplicatively to the modication of g
n:s:
1A=3
which is given by the solid curve. It is noticeably
dierent from the  8% depolarization eect obtained in the model [4,5] (the dashed-dotted
line), where these eects were neglected. Substantial model dependence of the nuclear eects




He data, especially for
x  0:2. The detailed procedure of extraction of g
1n









. We will consider it elsewhere.
In this x-range
2
H targets may have certain advantages since in this case nonnucleonic
admixtures are much smaller due to weaker binding and zero isospin. The shadowing eects

















Further studies are necessary to work out the x-dependence of the contribution of the





Also it would be interesting to check the predicted patterns for the screening-
8
enhancement in independent experiments with other polarized nuclei where the polarization
is carried predominantly by a proton. Obviously, the heavier the nucleus, the larger the





heavy nuclei. If there were no enhancement at moderate x associated with shadowing at
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as a function of x. The dashed line represents nuclear shadowing at small
x. The solid line is the result of the t constrained to preserve the Bjorken sum rule.
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